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Introduction In a world of constant changes, managers have to be efficient for their company to stay competitive. Deregulation, liberalization or economic shocks tend to affect certain markets. Meanwhile, managers are having a hard time adapting to these changes. They often lack knowledge and methods to face these changes. This is why executive education has become a trend, especially among universities. Managers have replaced students in classrooms during summer seminars. Executive summer seminars are an opportunity for universities. This project aims at implementing such a seminar within Paris Dauphine University's walls.



Our primary objective is to propose to Paris Dauphine University the launch of an executive summer seminar. Hence this marketing plan.



Our mission is to set up a seminar that would teach new skills or would upgrade existing skills in order to raise executives’ productive capacity in risk management in the energy sector. The outputs of the seminar include its effects on the executive and its benefits for the participants, their company, Paris Dauphine University. Let us not forget to mention that raising responsible managers would also have effects on society.



Our vision: to become the star seminar on risk management within a few years and to extend our target to other industries – not only the energy sector.
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Executive Abstract The energy sector is nowadays full of opportunities and challenges. Deregulation, volatile commodity prices and great shocks (Enron's collapse for instance) have intensified the complexity of the sector. The energy industry has to face too many risks: environmental risk, security risk, country risk, financial risk. Managing these risks requires an expertise that managers often don't possess. As energy companies are willing to invest on their managers' skills, we therefore propose to launch an executive summer seminar on risk management targeted at energy companies' managers.



The seminar is answering the needs of our target, and will provide benefits for: 1. the customer (skills that will be converted into opportunities and long term pecuniary benefits) 2. for his company (better strategic decision making processes) 3. for Paris Dauphine's university (reinforcing positioning and reputation)



A full study of the market shows that, despite some weaknesses and threats, there are definitely strengths and opportunities that the seminar can rely on. Moreover, competitors do exist, but not on the same segment. As for substitution products – mainly e-learning products – an executive summer seminar in a prestigious university such as Paris Dauphine is most likely to attract customers, because of its blue ocean positioning: reputation of the academic level, accommodation facilitated by seminar staff, cultural dimension linked with the seminar's location (visits to le Louvre are to be organized), building of a strong network among participants.



A marketing strategy has been elaborated for the seminar: 



The target can be easily reached (thanks to Paris Dauphine University's network of companies and alumni for instance).







Our product can be easily promoted and communicated upon.







The final price for the customer has been estimated to 3900 Euros.







The strategy has also taken into account the fact that this is a new product.
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How We Worked First of all, the team – made of six members – had to discuss the topic of the seminar that was going to be proposed. Several ideas came out of the brainstorming sessions. After examining each of them and comparing their relevancy, we selected the topic of risk management. Then we chose not to pick a geographical target but to address to a particular sector, that is to say, the energy sector.



-



Collecting data about the environment of executive summer seminars (what kind of offers, which universities, what targets)



-



Brainstorming sessions about : o A precise topic for the seminar o A precise target



-



Selection of the concept : An executive summer seminar on risk management for energy sector companies



Once we agreed on the general idea of the seminar, we set up a schedule and divided the work into different parts. Each member of the team had a precise task to do (collecting data on a particular subject, benchmarking, calculating the price of the seminar, etc…). We were able to meet regularly in order to gather information and to gradually build up our project.



-



Division of the work



-



Regular meetings



-



Gathering all the parts, making of the final version



Soukaina was the project manager; she set up deadlines, informing us what to do and when to do it. This way, we were able to deliver our project three weeks after its assignment.
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Part One Open Market



A. Defining The Target



Our seminar aims at fulfilling companies' need for skilled managers trough executive education. Like other summer seminars that exist in others universities, our seminar addresses to executives that are willing to complete their method and knowledge, in order to be more efficient within their companies. Because of the growing competition on the executive seminars market, we chose to focus on one specific topic, and one specific target. Instead of launching a seminar on general management, addressing to companies in general, we suggest to segment the market to one particular target for one particular topic: energy sector companies and risk management.



1. The energy sector: an interesting timing



The energy sector currently offers great opportunities. Because of its context, companies are more likely to respond to offers in the field of executive education. The energy sector acknowledges a growing liberalization and is moving towards a free market. Old state monopolies are being challenged by the rise of new competitors that also want their share of the market.



Moreover, the energy sector is not as damaged by the economic crisis as other sectors, such as the industrial sector for instance. The current economic situation appears to be an opportunity for the energy sector. Indeed, the environmental concern is something governments are willing to invest in. Energetic companies tend to play more and more the green and sustainable game. This is why the energy sector is quite appealing for investors. As a consequence, the energy sector is an interesting target for executive education, as companies have money they can invest in training their managers.
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Potential targets in the energy sector:  energy producers (gas, oil, electricity, coal, renewable energy, nuclear energy)  energy distributors  state owned companies  new intrants  multinational firms  regional firms



Inside these companies:  top managers  risk managers  accountants  financial engineering  traders
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Above: potential targets for our executive summer seminar.
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2. Why is risk management important for energy sector companies?



The energy sector is highly exposed to a great variety of risks. Deregulation, volatile commodity prices and great shocks have intensified the complexity of the sector. Whether the company is an energy producer or distributor, it has to face risks that are specific to the energy sector. → Security risk: companies that either produce or distribute energy have to deal with dangerous products (gas, nuclear, oil, and so on). As a consequence of their activities, the security of their infrastructures and of their employees is at stake. → Environmental risk: due to the material they produce/distribute, energy companies are most likely to impact the environment. Despite the fact that many of these companies are already on the path to develop/distribute sustainable energy, the environmental risk is still a preoccupation. With growing legislation on environmental issues, companies definitely need to consider this kind of risk. → Country risk: Whether they get their resources from other countries, implant subsidiaries overseas, or transport their products through foreign countries, energy companies have to deal with foreign issues, such as political and macroeconomic stability, credit risk...



These are the three main risks that energy companies must take into account. Risk management is a key notion for energy companies. A company that is able to manage correctly its risks can thus: → lower costs in a long term perspective → gain credibility in front of shareholders → gain credibility in front of insurances



Risk management, especially in the energy sector, appears to be a leverage for enhancing the firm value and facilitating strategic decision making. However, risk 9 Risk Management in Energy Industry
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management requires an expertise that needs to be delivered to managers in energy firms. This explains the positioning of our seminar, targeted at energy sector companies in the field of risk management.



B. Responding To The Target’s Needs



The concept of risk management is quite wide. The strength of our seminar consists in focusing on risks that are specific and relevant to the energy sector. As it has been explained, there is a need for experts in that very area. Therefore, the purpose of our executive summer seminar is to offer classes that answer this need. The seminar aims at providing tools and methodology to executives so they can identify, quantify and prioritize the risks they face and then implement strategic risk management programs.



The fact that this seminar would be taught at Paris Dauphine University is undoubtedly a big advantage. Paris Dauphine University benefits from a strong image, enhanced by the fact that Dauphine is a founding member of La Fondation du Risque (with, among others, Polytechnique) and has a Centre de géopolitique de l'énergie et des matières premières. It clearly legitimates the creation of a seminar that would be focusing on risk management in the energy sector. Moreover, what companies and potential participants seek in an executive summer seminar is expertise, which Paris Dauphine is fully able to provide since it is a top academic research center in France. Our seminar could benefit from Paris Dauphine's experience in the field of energy and risk management (master 203 Marchés financiers, marchés des matières premières et gestion des risques). Professors of Paris Dauphine could also teach classes, according to their field of expertise.



The seminar could eventually profit from Paris Dauphine's network (alumni or partnerships with companies). This way, we could invite external speakers from GDF or Areva to share their experience with the seminar's participants. Associating the 10 Risk Management in Energy Industry
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name of French companies that are known for managing risks with the name of our seminar would definitely be appealing to our targets



Participation of Dauphine's



Companies



Dauphine's



network



(Areva, GDF)



academic



alumni,



excellence



companies)



Our seminar



Our target (energy companies executives)



Proposition for speakers/professors:  Olivier Bardou, Gaz de France, project manager at the research department.  Jean-Marie Chevalier, Professor at Paris Dauphine University, director of the Center of geopolitics of energy.
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Part Two External Analysis A. Porter’s Market Forces



NEW INTRANTS New companies Other industries



SUPPLIERS Teachers and interveners Dauphine’s administation …



COMPETITO RS Other universities Private organizations



CLIENTS Top Managers Risk Managers



SUBSTITUTI ON Online elearning Teleseminar
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 COMPETITORS We don’t have many competitors on the same segment. However, other universities such as Harvard Business School, University of Cambridge, London Met, LSE, Oxford University, University of Manchester offer seminars on risk management, but not specialized on the energy industry. Some private organizations that propose seminars for managers are also competitors. We can name Cegos, Demos Learning Agency and Amplitude.



The competitor in the energy field operates in cross cultural negotiation. No well known university proposes education in risk management; it’s a way for Paris Dauphine University to run in a niche and to adopt a differentiation product strategy.



Top Executive Education Programs
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Reference : Kingsley Kanu, february 2008, The new schools, EXECUTIVE EDUCATION



 NEW INTRANTS



The new intrants are all the companies which could attend further seminars on the same topic. We can quote some French companies like Butagaz, Altergaz or Alstom; some British companies such as British Energy or National Grid; some German ones like Hager and Aral AG. Moreover, we are thinking about enlarging our scope by reaching other industries. In fact, we will make other seminars on risk management but with diverse specialties.



 CLIENTS  top managers  risk managers  accountants  financial engineering  traders
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 SUBSTITUTION



The main substitution products are e-learning, m-learning, teleseminars and webinars. E-learning tends to be more and more developed. As we can see, by 2006, nearly 3.5 million students were participating in on-line learning at institutions of higher education in the United States. Many higher education programs, for-profit institutions, now offer on-line classes. By contrast, only about half of private, nonprofit schools offer them. The Sloan report, based on a poll of academic leaders, says that students generally appear to be at least as satisfied with their on-line classes as they are with traditional ones. E-learning presents some benefits such as performance improvement, access increase and, convenience and flexibility to learners. M-learning has the potential to do much more than deliver courses or parts of courses, even if many think of mobile learning as delivering e-learning on small form factor devices, or often referred to as e-learning “light”. M-learning has a large scope for the future. Web conferencing is used to conduct live meetings, training, or presentations via the Internet. A webinar is a neologism to describe a specific type of web conference. It is typically one-way, from the speaker to the audience, with limited audience interaction, such as in a webcast. Teleseminars are used to provide information, training, or promote or sell products to group of people interested in a particular topic. They are similar to traditional seminars, in content and purpose, but they are given over a teleconference or bridgeline rather than at a specific location. It is an emerging way to communicate, provide teletraining, and conduct business without the cost of travel. The host of the teleseminar will schedule a specific time and date in advance to communicate with his/her audience. The audience can vary in size from a few callers to 1,000 participants depending on the capacity of the bridgeline used and the popularity of the topic being discussed.
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 SUPPLIERS



The suppliers are composed of all the teachers and interveners; we can remind some names like Mr. Bardou or Mr. Chevalier. Besides, Dauphine’s administration provides the facilities like the classrooms, so it can be considered as a supplier. As people who come to our seminar are usually not located in Paris, they need a transportation supplier. To come to Paris you can take planes, trains or cars. In Paris, there are two airports Paris Orly and Paris Charles De Gaulle. Here are all information needed: http://www.aeroportsdeparis.fr/ADP/fr-fr/Passagers/Accueil/ There are also many train stations like Gare de l’Est, Gare du Nord, Gare Montparnasse … The easiest way to book your trip is to go to http://www.voyagessncf.com/ Besides, we can organize the transportation, but we have to know exactly the itinerary of each participant. Once executives arrived in Paris, we propose the transfer to the hotel. Taxi G7 assures these services. To simplify our customers’ arrival, we make a short selection of hotels in different categories of price, different locations in the city. So far, we propose: -



The Crowne Plaza Paris Champs Elysées



It is located nearby the Champs Elysées, on Avenue Marceau. It only takes a few minutes to go to Paris Dauphine University from there. Its ease of access enables it to be at the top of hotels proposed. However, this hotel represents the top market product. For one night, you must count roughly 250 Euros.
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www.crowneplazaparischampselysees.com



-



9 Hotel



9 Hotel is situated in the Opera quarter, near the main train stations and amongst such emblematic building as the Opera house. For 150 Euros, you can stay one night in this aesthetic hotel greatly located.



www.le9hotel.com



-



Hotel Ibis Paris La Défense Centre



The Ibis Paris La Defense hotel is located in the heart of La Defense, close to the CNIT Exhibition Centre and the Arche De La Defense. 100m from the metro (Esplanade de la Defense), the Convention Centre, Arc De Triomphe, Champs Elysees and all Paris is just 10 minutes from the hotel. This hotel is very affordable, you can stay in for 85 Euros per night. 17 Risk Management in Energy Industry
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http://www.ibishotel.com/gb/hotel-0771-ibis-paris-la-defense-centre/index.shtml



As our guests are not native of Paris and as it can be difficult to move in a foreign city, we thought about creating some plans with the metro stations, the lines, the stops… We want to do everything to facilitate the executives’ stay in Paris.



The courses are given in Paris Dauphine which provides a cafeteria, a university restaurant and some other services. However we thought that it would be better if we contacted a caterer for lunches in order for all participants to eat together; that also enables them to reinforce the network. We chose Fauchon which offers a large range of menus. Fauchon has the largest choice, it regroups other brands. It is the best choice for our participants. Here are some examples of menus: http://www.fauchon.com/medias/pdf/1779.pdf



We also thought about organizing some entertainment like visiting a museum (Le Louvre) http://www.louvre.fr/llv/commun/home.jsp or the Modern Art Museum http://www.paris.fr/portail/Culture/Portal.lut?page_id=6450),



attending



an



opera



(http://www.operadeparis.fr/cns11/live/onp/). For the last night, we thought about setting up a dinner in a famous restaurant.
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B. PESTEL Analysis  POLITICAL



The French Policy is acting under the system of the fifth republic since September 28th 1958.



Paris Dauphine University is organized around three departments (LSO, MSO, MIDO), and around common departments and administrative departments. Paris Dauphine University is run by a President, Laurent Batsch, elected on May, 14th 2007; vice-presidents of the board of administration; vice president of Scientific Council; vice-presidents of Studies and University Life Council (CEVU).



The administrative staff has several missions such as: -



the organization of the direction team activity ( University Office, Directors conferences…)



-



the monitoring of the board of administration



-



the control of transverse files



-



the monitoring of the disciplinary section



-



the monitoring of contentious files with the Vice-President in charge of legal affairs



Paris Universitas is the alliance of six Parisian superior teaching institutions, which each constitutes a reference in its teaching fields: Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (EHESS), Ecole Nationale Supérieure (ENS), Paris II Panthéon Assas University, Paris III Sorbonne Nouvelle University, Paris VI Pierre et Marie Curie University... and Paris-Dauphine University. Paris Universitas offers all disciplines: from medicine to letters, through engineering, law, management and social sciences. Counting 70 000 students, 10 000 staffpeople, 350 research labs and the biggest volume of scientific articles published in Europe, Paris Universitas has the scope to be on the top of universities worldwide.
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 ECONOMIC



- Purchase power: +0.6% for all household and -0.8% per household - Economic growth: +0.7% over 2008 - Inflation rate: +2.8% over 2008



 SOCIAL



- Demography: 62.5 millions in Metropolitan France (01/01/09) 2.2 millions in Paris (01/01/09) - Education Level: According to the Global Competitive Report, France is ranked 20 (over 150) for the quality of the educational system



Key figures in Dauphine Paris Dauphine University gathers roughly 400 teachers and searchers, and also 600 professional interveners. All these teaching and searching activities are supported by an administrative staff of 400 people.



9000 students are studying in Paris Dauphine University. More precisely: - 52% of them are girls - 26% of the students are foreign students - 74% are living in Paris or Ile-De-France -10% are getting a scholarship



86% of the students are registered in national degrees and 14% are registered in university diplomas. Almost 80% are registered in Economics and Management, 15% in Mathematics and IT, and 5% in Law and Politics.
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 TECHNOLOGICAL



French households spend 2270 Euros in media and multimedia per year, in average. The first item of expenditures is fixed and mobile telephony, before audiovisual and internet. The diverse subscriptions represent half of the budget. Expenditures in numerical leisure, movies and press represent one third; against equipment purchases which represent 18%.



We thought about setting up a network between all the participants: the teachers, interveners, top executives who attend the seminar and possibly other people. In this network, we want to put “online” all courses taught; a “pdf” version of the handouts will be available online as well.



To enhance the seminar utility, we want to arrange a kind of distance-work before the beginning of the seminar. We conceive a team work on a business case. It will create links between members before their meeting. Moreover, it will contribute to developing the executives’ attention and awareness of the main issues in risk management. It can also raise some questions, and entertain the debate. This will be established with Dokeos which is a company dedicated to open source Learning Management Systems.



In order to get some feedback about our seminar, we consider organizing a web conference a few months later. We are thinking about selecting homogeneous managers for the conference; otherwise if participants are too numerous, it will be useless.



 ENVIRONMENTAL In 2006, the French expenditures in the environment protection amount €36.2 billion, it increased by 4% since 2005. These expenditures represent 2% of the GDP. In 2006, investment spending increased at a slower level than in 2005. It can be explained by the fact that in 2005, equipments had to be replaced in the norms. 21 Risk Management in Energy Industry
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We can note the ease of access to Paris; there are two airports, many train stations. Once you are in the city, you can take the metro/RER, taxis and buses. It is very simple to cross the city.



This seminar is given in Paris which is the most visited city of the world. Paris is a really great location, a lot of monuments to see, a lot of historic places. Moreover, courses take place in Paris Dauphine University which owns great facilities.



 LEGAL



For the legal part, some seminar rules will be created. They will consist in rules for the managers to follow, like a “code of conduct”.



Some internal regulation is also established for the validation of the seminar and the delivering of diploma at the end of the seminar.



Given that professors will provide courses, copyrights will be set up on these courses.
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C. Ansoff Matrix



The market we target already exists and it’s quite competitive. However, even if we have some direct competitors offering summer seminars about risk management, just a few of them are specialized in energy industry. From then on we could consider ourselves in a situation of market penetration.



Nevertheless, our seminar differentiates itself thanks to the high level of quality of the speakers, their experience and the reputation of University Paris Dauphine. From then on, our position on the Ansoff matrix is between market penetration and product development.
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D. Blue Ocean Strategy



We built a comparison between what we propose and what our competitors propose. We obtain this chart.



THE ERRC GRID



ELIMINATE: Proximity



REDUCE: Accessibility



RAISE: Price, Service, Quality and Technology



CREATE: Prestige and Customization



This corresponds to the four actions to set up in order to create a blue ocean.
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We have to eliminate proximity which is a factor taken for granted by the energy industry. Besides, accessibility must be reduced below the industry standard. Given that we chose to play on the other criteria. We want to raise the price, service, quality and technology beyond the industry standard. We know that our price is higher than our competitors’ as we provide a rare seminar. We can play on this factor because we don’t have a lot of competitors that propose exactly the same product. We also want to raise the service, by creating a strong network for instance. We want our customers to find services which are not provided by other seminars. We want them to feel special; we want them to know why they attend our seminar instead of another one. Moreover, we chose to increase the quality. This can be made by all services proposed, by the quality of the courses taught. The last factor we want to raise is the technology. As seen before, we are setting up some services on line like a distance work before the beginning of the seminar, some web conferences after the seminar, the online availability of the handouts… And with this seminar we want to create prestige and customization, both working together. If we succeed to be prestigious, we will offer customization to our participants. In the future, they will chose some courses they want to attend, some options, etc.
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Part Three The Marketing Strategy A. The SWOT Analysis



STRENGHTS - Reputation,



WEAKNESSES



localization,



-Lack of financial



current economic situation,



support



quality of speakers, cultural



-Lack of



environment,



infrastructures



- Localisation - Experience OPPORTUNITIES - Geographic localisation -Access to professionals géographique and academics



Dauphine Seminar



THREATS -Growing competition



- Continuing education



This program gathers executives from around the world to continue education during one seminar. It offers a competitive advantage to their company in a sense that it provides core competencies. Indeed, a core competency is a specific factor that a business sees as being central to the way it, or its employees work. It fulfils three key criteria:



1. The seminar provides access to a wide variety of markets, it can be leveraged widely to many products and markets, it… 



…discusses the dynamics of managing risks







…allows to the same insider knowledge that stakeholders have (International institutions, competitors, unionists, shareholders…)







For future sessions, no limitation to the energy industry 26
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2. The seminar contributes significantly to the end-product benefits, it provides consumer benefits : 



Being at the front of innovations in the energy field instead of learning by trial and error on the job.







Increments in both cognitive and non-cognitive skills required at the workplace







Pecuniary benefits to the trainee (such as increased earnings, enhanced probability…)







Having a clear career path and visible promotion opportunities are vital in ensuring executives job satisfaction.







Understanding and gaining perspectives in the latest energy market trends.







Implementing new ideas: How to control costs? How to manage risks in renewable energies?







Prepares to face the transition: from traditional to new energies? New regulations?







Training sessions carefully designed to fulfill the organization's specific learning needs.







Accessibility -day, night- to online formats.



Note that the seminar offers also benefits to Dauphine University. It reinforces its positioning and reputation.



3. The seminar has to be difficult for competitors to imitate 



No major competitors on risk management campus programs, on the energy sector, in Paris







Being able to put into play Day 1 when you return to your organization.







Offer of a complete product with guided visits of Paris (Museum, theatre, monuments, restaurants, …)







The education or skill set don’t lose its value because managers learn new techniques and way of thinking to add to their human capital as they deal in the business world.
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Choose Dauphine University because of its international emphasis and its expertise in commodities, finance, trading, and economics. Indeed, on one hand the master in Energy and Risk management tough at Dauphine are well known, with reputable educators. On the other hand, the expertise is also assumed by the “Center of Geopolitics, of Energy and Raw Materials”



On the other hand, thanks to the VRIO analysis and to highlight the comparative advantages, we identify the resources and the competences of Dauphine Seminar.



Resources



Value



Scarcity



Difficult to



Comparative



Imitate



Advantage



High accomodation



Yes



No



No



capacity Geographic



Temporary (4 to 5 years)



Yes



Yes



Yes



Durable



Reputation



Yes



No



Yes



Durable



Education



Yes



Yes



Yes



Durable



Yes



No



No



Yes



Oui



Oui



Yes



Durable



location



quality Competencies



Coordination of teams Knowlegde of financial environnement
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The Weaknesses list the areas that are a struggle for the product. In our case, it can be summarized as follows: 



Lack of financial support for faculty Scholarship







Underdeveloped campus life and facilities, comparing to some American campuses.







Lack of infrastructure: classrooms not fully equipped with the latest technology to enhance participants' leaning experience and performance during workshops or seminars.



The Opportunities point out the external environment. A seminar education provides possibilities to… 



…a better understanding of the workings of the future market, it raises individual’s productivity,







…go back to Dauphine to take «niche-specific courses» to refine manager skills in energy field.







… be away from the office for a week or two. It clears head and gives the opportunity to look at something with new eyes.







…access the professionals and academics who teach full MBA courses at Dauphine university (meet people from both the private and public side provides synergies)







…become a leader in interdisciplinary and integrated learning.







…continue education for intellectual enrichment and for people of all ages



The Threats are considered as external factors that could damage the business: 



Competitors may quickly adopt new technologies







A small change of a large competitor might wipe out any market position we achieve.







Growing competition
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B. The Marketing Mix



1. Place (Distribution channels)



We can list two ways to reach our target. On one hand, we will rely on a local network, it includes:  A website presenting professors and general and specific objectives of each class.  Contacts with Dauphine SCUIO department (Service d'Information et d'Orientation). They dispose of all the information about educational programs available in Dauphine and have regular contacts with firms for forums or job announcements. The idea is to present the seminar on their website, inform the staff about it, and supply a booklet of our program (also with an electronic version).  With the same process, we will put in place direct contacts with Dauphine associations, particularly those in a confident relationship with firms. We target Dauphine Junior Conseil, Dauphine Débat, Channel 9.  It’s also planned to send newsletters through the Dauphine mails to professors and students.



On the other hand, we will rely on an extended network:  Partnerships with the International Agency of Energy, the Organization for Economic



Cooperation



and



Development,



the



ADEME



(Agence



de



l’Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l’Energie). But also with foreign universities like Houston.
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 Sponsoring would also be one of the pillars to be known: we would negotiate contracts with firms for each seminar sessions. This year, it would be Véolia Environnement.  We also would use direct contacts with Human Resources. Nevertheless, vending firms would be one of the biggest expenses.  Advertising in the specialized magazine Energie Plus



2. Promotion & Communication



To make the seminar memorable, the assessment of the executives' appetite for seminar before delivery could be helpful. Indeed, helping them before the session to think about their existing skills base and development needs can be interesting.



Secondly, teaching methods will have a huge impact on learning retention. The MIB’s methods, including learning in discussion groups, knowledge in management allowing practice by doing could help in improving learning. Also, learning would be related to the workplace. Indeed, theory and real-life scenarios would be presented. Thirdly, in order to earn executives’ fidelity, the quality of teaching will be monitored by feedbacks: After the seminar, gathering information about the success of the event is critical, particularly if executives show signs or needs for improved skill.



3. Price



The seminar price varies as to sponsorship, location, length of program and contents. Therefore, information on the costs of the seminar is essential to estimate the total cost of the program and to evaluate its economic feasibility. 31 Risk Management in Energy Industry
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Nevertheless, because of lack of financial data, estimating costs is methodologically difficult and requires deep surveys. Let’s assume that the costing of the seminar includes identification of economic costs:



The cost of the resources used in the program can be assimilated to their « opportunity cost », it includes operating costs and capital costs: 4. The instructors’ time: A professor at Dauphine University would cost 75 Euros per hour. Nevertheless, foreign speakers cost more (about 300 Euros the intervention)



5. Instructional materials, equipment and physical facilities: As the seminar is organized during summer, we assume that there are no costs for booking classrooms.



6. Transport, hotel and restoration costs can be estimated to 700 Euros per person. The seminar would receive about 60 people during 4 days. 7. We would propose to Department MIDO’s students (Mathématiques, Informatique, Décision, Organisation) to create the dynamic website. It would cost about 300 Euros.



8. Advertising: the expense is advertising in the specialized revue. It would be done 3 or 4 times before launching the seminar. For one eighth of the page, the promotional insert costs about 1155 Euros1 duty free.



The economic costs of all these ingredients, and other externalities such as the quality of the seminar and the organization (difficult to evaluate) yield the total cost of the program. Finally, to cover the cost constraints, and taking into account the competitors’ positioning and our competitive advantages, the price of the seminar is 3900 Euros.



1



Reference : Tarifs de publicités 2007, Le magazine de l’instrumentation et des automatismes industriels 32
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We also consider scale economies, the “learning by doing effect”, progress that will allow us to reduce the cost over time.



4. Product Product life cycle: Our product will progress through a sequence of stages, from introduction to growth, maturity and decline. The product life cycle is associated with changes in the marketing situation, thus impacting marketing strategy and the marketing mix. The product revenue and profits can be plotted as a function of the life cycle stages as shown on the graph below



Introduction stage At this stage we seek to build product awareness and develop a market for the product. The impact on the marketing mix is as follows: 



Product branding and quality level is established and intellectual property protection is obtained.







Price can be high to recover costs development. 33
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Distribution is selective until customers show acceptance of the product.







Promotion is aimed at early adapters. At this stage Marketing seeks to build product awareness and to educate potential consumers about the product.



Growth stage We try to increase market share 



Product quality is maintained and additional features and support services may be added







Price is maintained







Distribution : Channels will be added as demand increases







Promotion will be aimed at a broader audience



Maturity stage At that phase we will defend market share while optimizing profit 



Product features may be enhanced to differentiate the product from that of competitors.







Price will decrease







Distribution will become more intensive







Promotion : We will emphasize product differentiation



Decline stage The strategy for decline stage has not been chosen yet.
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Tell me more about risk management in energy industry In the current context of re-regulations, the energy markets



Product:



offer new opportunities of investment and catch the attention of an increasing number of actors. Besides, the specificities of



Goals 



Understand the specificities of energy market and its impacts in modelling.







Master the numeric techniques of valuation for energy market







Consider risk management generally on energy industry



these markets raise new problems of modelling, in particular in terms of valuation and management of the risk. These various elements contribute to give to these emerging markets a unique situation.



Programm Master the key points of the various markets of the energy    



Understand the evolution of the regulatory framework in Europe opening in the competition Appearance of organized markets. The markets of oil, gas, coal and electricity



Methods 



Illustration of concepts and methodologies with practical examples



To integrate risk management on energy markets 



From the valuation by absence of opportunity of arbitration to the valuation of portfolio How to choose a good measure of risk?



  The structured products: basic elements, modelling and numeric techniques of valuation    



This seminar is for you      



basic elements: Swaps and options on spread Structured products and their applications in management of the risk Baskets of options and modelling of the physical assets Integrate the numeric techniques of valuation



Financial engineer Trader Quantitative Analyst Risk manager Consultant Trading room director



Dates



General informations



Experience feedback of a company of energy trading



 



Duration : 4 days Price : 3900 euros



Speakers: Olivier BARDOU, project manager in the Research 35
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Conclusion We determined the plan focusing on the customers from energy sector companies, as well as on how these specific marketing strategies will help keep and maintain the loyalty of existing customers.



This marketing plan considers the aspects of name selection, market targeting, cost and pricing, location, and advertising and promotion, among others. Our marketing plan is focused on providing a seminar to specialists that are interested in learning more about risk management in the energy sector.



The energy sector currently offers great opportunities. It acknowledges a growing liberalization and is moving towards a free market. Moreover, the energy sector is not as damaged by the economic crisis as other sectors, such as the industrial sector for instance.



The seminar offers a competitive advantage to their company in a sense that it provides core competencies. It also provides access to a wide variety of markets and it contributes significantly to the end-product benefits, it provides consumer benefits. The seminar aims at providing tools and methodology to executives so they can identify, quantify and prioritize the risks they face and then implement strategic risk management programs.



The seminar is taking place in Dauphine University, which is the best choice because the university is well-known for its reputation, the location and the education quality. According to the GCR France is ranked 20 (over 150) for the quality of the educational system.
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